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ABSTRACT :

Krylov-Bogoliubov-Mitroporskii method has been extended to certain non-
oscillatory nonlinear systgems. The soiutions obtained for different initial
conditions for a second-order nonlinear system whose unperturbed equations has
two real and non-positive characteristic roots show a good coincidence with
those obtained by numerical method.

I . [ntroriuction

Krylov-Bogoliubov Il] initiated a perrurbarion merhod ro obrain
approxi mate solution (osci ilatory-type) of the second-order nonlinear differential
equation with a small non-linearity

t' + to8x = - €/ (rj ), (r)
where the over-dots denote differentiation with respect to./, o0 > 0 and e is a
small parameter. Then the method was amplified and justified by Bogoriubov
and Mitropolskii [2,3]. Today the method is a weil-known method as Kryrov-
Bogoiiubov-Mitropolskii (KBM) [1,2] method in the lirerarure of nonlinear
osciilations. Popov [4] extended the method to the foflowing damped oscillatory
system

i + c i + r,D2x = -ef (x.r ), e)
where c > 0, co > 0 and c < 2o:. It is to be noted that if c > 2,o, the system (2)
becomes non-oscilarory. Fint, Murty et ar [s,6] used this methodio obtain
approximate solution of (2) characterized by non-oscilratory processes. They
actually found the over-damped solutions of (2). In the case of over-damped
systems' we know the inequaliry c > 2a > 0 and the characteristic roots of the
unpeffurbed equation of(2) become real, unequal and negative. It is aiso to be
noted rhat the roots of the unpern,bed equarion of (r) arelurely imaginary. on
the contrary, the roots of (2) are comprex conjugate with negativbJ reat part
when c < 2ol (considercd by popov [4]). Sattar [7] found an approximate
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solution of (2) characterized by critical damping. However, in the case of a

critically damped system, we get the equality c = Zt1 and the roots of (2) become

real, equal and negative. Author [8] studied a nonlinear system described by (2)

in which two roots and real, aimost equal (rather than equal) and negative.

However, a simpie and interesting case of (2) in which to is small or ro -+ 0

has remained almost untouched. The aim of this paper is in part to fill that gap

and to provde a basis for further generaiization.

2. Method

Consider the second-order nonlinear differential equation

*+ci =-ef(x*),
where c > 0 and e is again a small parameter. It is obvious that the third linear

term of (2) has either contained in/of (3) or it vanishes. The aim of our present

study is to obtain an approximate solution of (3). The characteristic roots of the

unperturbed equation of (3) are 0, -c ; so that the soiution of the unperturbed

equation of (3) becomes

x(r,0) - ao+ boe<.,

where ao and bo are arbitrary constants.

we choose an approximate solution of (3) followed by KBM method (see

section 6 for details, in particular equation (19)) in the form

x(t,e) = a(t) + b(t)e-c1* ePr @,b,t) + ez "', (5)

where a and D satisfy the differential equations

a =EAr (,a, b, t) + €2 ...,

b =EBr@,b,t)+82 "', (6)

Now differentiating (5) twice with respect to t and utilizing relations of (6)'

we obtain

k = -cbe*t * ,( o, + e-"18, * *') * t2 ...,
' dt)

(3)

(4)

x=czbe*t+t T'* u*' t*- z") a,.u-o)+ e2 .... r/)

Substituting the values ofi , i from (7) and x from (5) in equation (3), and

comparing the coefficients of e, we obtain.

(* . .) e, * "*'($ - ,)r, .*t** ")u, = -fo) @, b, t), (8)
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where flo)1a,b,t) =f (xo,i 6) and xo= a(t) + b(t)e*t .

In general,f) can be expanded in Taylor's series as

l, = ta, @,b)eat. (9)

It is customary in KBM method that u, does not cntain fundamental terms,

i.e. the terms with e+t and -1"' . Substituting the functional value offo) from

(9) into (8) and equating the coefficients of e+t, {t"', r > 2, we obtain

and

(*. ")Ar =-Fo,

(* - ") Br=- F,

*{** .),, =- i.r,"-*,.

Therefore, the first order solution of (13) is

;r(l,E)= a+be-zt+tur,

where c and D are given by (16) and u1 is given by (15).

(10)

(11)

(12)

(io

(17)

The particular solution of (10)-(12) gives the unknown functions A,, B,

and u,, which complete the determination of the first order solution of (3). The

method can be carried out to higher orders in a similar way.

3. Example

As an example of the above procedure, we may consider the equation

i+Li=-€,r3. (t3)

Here, c = 2 and the function f(0) becomes f{0) = a3 + 3azbe-lt + 3abze--'lt +
63"-6t . The nonzero coefficients of f{0) are Fo= a3, Fr = 3a2b, F: = 3aD2 and

Ft = b3. Putting these values of Fg, ..., F3 into (10)-(12) and then solving

them, we obtain

ard ur =-|auze-tr -fozr-ot.
Substituting the values of A1 and 81 from (14) into (6) and then integraring

with respect to r, we obtain

,1,, = -1a3, A, =3ra"b,

r1
,=oo(t * uo'ot)-1 b =bo(r*urit)'

(14)

(15)
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Initial Conditions

The initial conditions as obtained from (17), (7), (14) and (15) are

x(o,e) - as+ bg e(iroa3 * fi ai),

i (o,e) - -Zbo* u(-,%3 * \o\a,.tyA. l r3) ( 18)

Usually, in a problem the initia! conditions [x(0), i(0)] are specified. Then

one has to solve nonlinear aigebraic equation in order to determine two arbitrary
constants a6 and Dg that appear in the solution, from the initial condition

equation {18). In general- (18) are solved by Newton-Raphson formula.

5. Results and Discr:ssions

For every positive values of e, the first term of perturbation solution (17)

decreases very slorvly with increasing r, whiie thesecond term (together
with first order correction term, er,) dies out quickiy, so that jr(r,€) 

= 
e = aA

_t-
/ ,\ 1

(l + eaorJ -, r > l. The solution (17) behaves as an asymptotic solution anci

x(l,e) vanishes as the limit i --+ *.
In order to test the accuracy of an approximate solution .obtained by a

certain perturbation method, we compare the approximate solution to the

numerical solution (considered to be exact). With regard to such a comparison

concerning the presented KBM method of this paper, we refer to the work of
Murty and Deeksatuiu [5] who first ibund an over-damped solution of a second

order noniiner system. In the present paper, lbr different initial conditions we

have compared the perturbation solution (17) to those obtained by Runge-Kutta
(fourth-order) method.

First of all, x(t,r) has been computed by perturbation solution (17) with
initial conditions [x(0) = 1, i(0) = - l] or ao = 0.487602, bg = 0.517881 for e =
0.1. Corresponding numerical solution has been obtained and th epercentage

errors have been calculated. AII the results have been shown in Table 1. From

Table 1 it is seen that the errors of the results obtained by (17) are less than

l7o (since e =0.1, error(s) should be occurred in an order of L%o). Thenx(s,r)
has been computed by (17) and numerical method with initial conditions

[r(0) = 0.5, i(0) = 0] or ao = 0.503248, ]e = -0.003248 for similar value of e.

The errors are again less than l%o {see Table 2), Comparing the values of x
and a in Tables 1 anci 2, we see that they are almost equal for ail values of
t> 5.
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Table 1

l1

t a x xnu E(Sr)

0.0

1.0

3.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

40.0

45.0

50.0

1.000000

0.481907

0.471091

0.460972

0.438216

0.418634

0.4014 r 6

0.38616r

0.3'72523

0.360235

0.349088

0.3389 r 5

0.329583

1.000000

0.5544t2

0.472514

0.460999

0.438276

0.4r8634

0.401416

0.386161

0.377523

0.360235

0.349088

0.338915

0.329s83

1.000000

0.5s4381

0.472274

0.460607

0.437609

0.417792

0.400465

0.385144

0.371468

0.359 r 51

0.348009

0.337840

0.3285 r 9

0.0000

0.0056

0.0508

0.0851

0.1524

0.2015

0.2315

0.261t

0.2840

0.2990

0.3 r00

0.3182

0.3239

Table 2

t a x xnu E(V")

0.0

1.0

3.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

40.0

45.0

s0.0

0.5000000

0.496994

0.485155

0.474124

0.419533

0.428411

0.4100t I

0.393794

0.319362

0.36&08

0.354696

0.344040

0.334291

0.500000

0.496538

0.385146

0.474t23

0.449533

0.428411

0.410011

0.393794

0.379362

0.366408

0.3s4696

0.344040

0.334291

0.500000

0.49@71

0.484876

0.4'73679

0.448777

0.427464

0.408948

43926&

0.378195

0.365227

0.353s 1s

0.342868

0.333 133

0.0000

0.0r 35

0.0557

0.0937

0.1685

0.22t5

0.2599

0.2878

0.3086

0.3234

0.3341

0.3418

0.3476
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xrrr is computed by Runge-Kuna (fourth-order) method

6. Previous Solutions obtained by KBM method

6.1 Kryiov-Bogoiiubov-ilIitropolskii L1,27 solution

In accordance to Kr),lov, Bogoliubov and Mitropolskii's [1,2] investigation, (1)

has an approximate solution oi the form

x{t,e) = a(t1ei'uot + b(t)e-i*ot + tul (a,b,t) + e2 ... , (1e)

rvhere t ico6 are two roors of the unpenurixd equation of (1) and a, b satisfy (6).

Differentiating (19) trvice with respective to r, substituting for the

derivatives i, 'x and x in (i), utiiizing relations (6) and comparing the

coefficients of e (discusseri in Sec- 2)' one obtains

,,* (*+ 2 i ro o )o,*,-''u (*- : i r,,o )r,+ (# . r,r i),,=-rt'r @,b't),

rvhere flO) (a,b,t) = f (xo, -io) and xo = a(t)sioor + b(t)e-i|oot.

In order to determine the unknorvn functions Af Bt and 4i form (20), it

rvas early imposed by Kr,vlov, Bogoliubov and Mitropolskii's [1,2] that rr1

excluded the terms sit'd and e-i'ot. since these are already included in the series

expansion oi (19) as rhe leading terms. Moreover, They assumed that f(0) be

expanded in the Fourier scries

,ru'="L Fn{a, b)e"i'o'' (zt)

Substituting /0)from (2 I) into (20) and assuming that u1 excludes the

terms eitot and ei'or, one obtains

($. 2i,,) Ar = - Fr, Q2)

Q3)= _ F_1,
$ - z'ro) r,

a,,a (#. ,3) ,' = -io, (a,b)eni'ot , (24)

where l'excludes the terms ri<rrst 2nd g-ss .

When /= x3 orl0) - o3r3itl,gt + 3azbei*a' I 3o62s-ia6t'.r 63"-3ito6t

i

I
i

(22)-(24) become

(2s)(fr. z,r,) At=-3a2b,

{fi- 2,,,)Br=-3ab2, Q6)

I

1

I

{
!

;
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(# . o'o) r, = - a3e3i'Dot - 63s'3iast.

Solving (25)-(27), one obtains

. 3a2b - 3aPAt=_ ziao, b,=16,

u,=@:4fu
6oo

Substituting the values of A1 and 81 form (28), into (6) yields

'a=-??l:'zb. b=-Yabz-ztu)o 2itoo (30)

Thus when/=;r3, the first order approximate solution of (1) is

x(r,e) - aeiro, + be-i'ot+ tu,,

13

a7)

(28)

(2e)

ard

ard

(31)

where a and b are solution of (30) and u1 is given by (29). Solution (31) is in a

complex form. However, by the rransformation, o=i aeiq, b = |a"-'*, 1:t;
togetherwith (30) and (29) can be brought ro rhe real form [9] of KBM [1,2]
solution. It notes that a and f are respecrtively the time dependent amplitud. and
phase.

6.2 Murty and deekshatulu's [5] solution

Murty and Deekshatulu [5] found an approximate solution of (2) in the
form

x(r,e) = a(0s-)'1t + b(t)s-xzt + eu1@,b,t) + e2 ..., (32)

where -1,, and - 1., two non-vanishing real and unequal roots of the unpenurbed
equation of (2) and a, b again stisfy (6).

Differentiating (32) twice with respective to r, substituting for the
derivatives i, i' and x in (2), utilizing relations (6) and comparin_e the
coe fficients of t, one obtains

.^r(*- lr + 
^r)o, 

*r-^r,(*+ trr - 1.,)a, +

(*. *,) (*+ r,)u, =-.f0, (a,b,t), (33)

wheref0) (a,b,t) =f (xo,;r) and xo= a(t)s-).rt + b(t1r).zr.

In order to determine the unknown functions A1,81 and a1 form (33),
Murry and Deekshatulu [5] assumed thst u1 excluded the terms ,-Ly un6 r-i.tt.
They also asumed that f(o) be expanded in the taylor's series
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.fo, = I lh,(a, b, /)s-ri'1r + g,(a, D, t)e-'r:t1'

Substituting l0) from (3*) into (33) and assuming that ir1 excludes terms

e-itt and s-11t, one obtains

=_ht,

t--5 I'

(34)

(36)

ard

(* . 
^, X* + i. 

" ), r = -i tr,, (a,b't)e-ar' + sfa,b't)elxzt\ (37)

When/= x3 or f(0) = 0i3g-3)'{ *3o?5"-{z}'px2)t *3o62r<11+4jl *63a--zx2r,

(35)-(37) become

(*-',

(*. 
^,

(*- 
^' 

.

(*'- 
'' 

-

ard (*,. *,) (* . 
^

Ar = - 3ab?e'2)'1t, (38)

Br=-3a2.be-a'1, (39)

- - (r3r-lL1t * 63 r-tx1r) . (40)

(41)

(3s)* l,) a,

- ^r),

^r)

^r)
. ),,

Solving (38)-(40), one obtains
:l162r-21+Y ^ 3o26r-?l'1

Al = l;a= , a1= 7, * y2'

ard ut=--frfk.#n ez)

Substituting the values of A1 and B1 form (41), into (6) yieids

. 3€ab?e-^! : 3ea2betzx{

'-i1 +1,. '"- xr+tr2
(43)

Therefore, when/= .r3' the hrst order over-damped solution of (2) (obained

in [5j is
x(t,e) = a(t)eltt + b(t)e-xzt + eu1, @4)

where a and & are solution of (43) and u1 is given by @2)' It is obvious that

solution (44) is not useful rvhen 3L1 = Iz or trr = 3lz' since one of the

denominators in the expression of u1 vanishes. on the other hand, when l't = $

or ).2 = 0 one of the denominators in ihe expression of a1 again vanishes' Thus

Murty and Deekshatulu's [5] solution is not usefui whether the roots are in

some integrai ratio or one of the roots vanishes. Simiiariy, one is able to show
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that Murty, Deekshatulu and Krishna's [6] solution is not useful for the case

mentioned above, since u1 is same in both solutions obtained by Murty el ol

[5,6] while the solutions of a and b are different. Author [0] has recently found

overdamped soiutions of (2) where the roots are in integral ratio.

7. Conclusion

A simple perturbation solution of a non-oscillatory nonlinear system has

been found by KBM method. The perturbation soiution decreases slowly and

vanishes as the limit t -+ €, while the unperturbed solution approaches tou'ard a

constant value, namely ag as the same limt. The solution shows a good

coincidence with that obtained by numerical method. The method has an another

merit that when r is much greater than I, a is alomost equal to .r ; so that one

finds the solution of (13) by evaluating only the term a from (16) instead of
computing x from (17) together with (16), (15).

The previous non-oscillatory solutions obtained by Murty et al [5.6) are not

useful when one of the characteristic roots of the unpe(urbed equation vanishes.

In this case, the approximate solution (17) has filled that gap. Moreover, it
should be mentioned that the solution (31) of (l) found by Krylov, Bogoliubov
and Mitropolskii I I,2] is a limiting case (for c-+0) of the general solution of (2)

found by Popov [4] while (17) is an another limiting case of (2) as trl -+ 0.
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